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(ABSTRACT)

One of the fundamental building blocks of a mobile application is the ability to persist program data between different invocations. Referred to as persistence, this functionality is commonly implemented by means of persistence frameworks. When choosing a particular framework, Android—the most popular mobile platform—offers a wide variety of options to developers. Unfortunately, the energy, performance, and programming effort trade-offs of these frameworks are poorly understood, leaving the Android developer in the dark trying to select the most appropriate option for their applications.

To address this problem, this thesis reports on the results of the first systematic study of six Android persistence frameworks (i.e., ActiveAndroid, greenDAO, OrmLite, Sugar ORM, Android SQLite, and Realm Java) in their application to and performance with popular benchmarks, such as DaCapo. Having measured and analyzed the energy, performance, and programming effort trade-offs for each framework, we present a set of practical guidelines for the developer to choose between Android persistence frameworks. Our findings can also help the framework developers to optimize their products to meet the desired design objectives.

This thesis is based on research accepted for publication in the proceedings of the IEEE Modeling, Analysis, and Simulation of Computer and Telecommunication Systems Conference (MASCOTS 2016).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Persistence, Android Programming, and Energy Efficiency

Any non-trivial application provides the ability to preserve and retrieve user data, both during the application session and across sessions. This ability is called persistence [58], and in object-oriented applications is commonly implemented by means of object-relational mapping (ORM) or object-oriented (OO) frameworks. These frameworks relieve the developer from the necessity to write raw SQL to interact with the underlying database engines and thus streamline the development process.

As mobile devices continue to replace desktops as the primary computing platform, Android is poised to win the mobile platform contest, taking the 82.8% share of the mobile market in 2015 [24] with more than 1.6 million applications developed thus far [26]. However, energy efficiency remains one of the key considerations when developing mobile applications [56, 64]. Consequently, in recent years researchers have focused their efforts on providing Android developers with insights that can be used to improve the energy efficiency of mobile applications. The research literature on the subject includes general program analysis and modeling approaches [51, 85, 47, 43, 81, 53, 62, 76, 77].

Despite all the progress made in understanding the energy impact of programming patterns and constructs, a notable omission in the research literature on the topic is energy behaviors of persistence frameworks. Although an major building block
of mobile applications, persistence has never been systematically studied in this context. Without understanding the energy consumption and performance trade-off of persistence, one cannot gain a comprehensive insight on the overall energy efficiency of modern mobile applications.

1.2 Analyzing the Trade-offs of Android Persistence Frameworks

When selecting persistence framework, performance and energy efficiency are the major concerns of mobile developers. Moreover, reducing the developing time and programming difficulty are always wanted by most developers. This thesis reports on the results of a comprehensive study we have conducted to measure and analyze the Performance, Energy, and Programming effort (PEP) trade-offs of popular Android persistence frameworks. To that end, we consider the persistence libraries most widely used in Android applications [71]. In particular, we study five widely used ORM persistence frameworks (ActiveAndroid, greenDAO, OrmLite, Sugar ORM, Android SQLite), and one OO persistence framework (Realm Java) as our experiment targets [25, 22, 1, 8, 21, 27]. These frameworks operate on top of the popular SQLite or Realm database engines.

The overriding goal of our study is to help Android mobile developers decide which persistence framework they should choose to achieve the desired performance/energy/programming effort balance for the development scenario at hand. Depending on the amount of persistence functionality in a given application, the choice of a persistence framework may dramatically impact the levels of runtime performance and energy consumption. By precisely measuring and thoroughly analyzing the performance/energy/programming effort characteristics of alternative Android persistence frameworks, this study aims at obtaining a deeper understanding of the persistence’s impact on the mobile software development ecosystem.

In our experiments, we apply these six persistence frameworks to different benchmarks, and then compare the resulting runtime performance, energy consumption, and programming effort [34]). Our benchmarks include an Android ORM benchmark designed to measure the performance of individual database operations as well as a well-known DaCapo H2 database benchmark [39]. In an effort to understand the noticeable performance and programming effort disparities between different persistence frameworks, we also introduce a recommendation model to help developers
select a suitable persistence framework for their applications.

1.3 Research Questions

The specific questions we want to answer in this thesis are:

RQ1. How do popular Android persistence frameworks differ in terms of their respective features and capabilities?

RQ2. What is the relationship between the persistence framework’s features and capabilities and the resulting performance, energy efficiency, and programming effort?

RQ3. How do the characteristics of an application’s database functionality affect the performance of persistence frameworks?

RQ4. Which metrics should be measured to meaningfully assess the appropriateness of a persistence framework for a given mobile application scenario?

1.4 Research Findings

To answer RQ1, we analyze the documentation and implementation of the persistence frameworks under study to compare and contrast their features and capabilities. We find these Android persistence frameworks have significant differences in database engine supports, programming supports, programming abstraction patterns, relational feature supports, and execution modes.

To answer RQ2 and RQ3, we measure each of the energy, performance, and programming effort metrics separately, compute their correlations, as well as analyze and interpret the results. On RQ2, for example, we find that programming abstraction pattern of the persistence framework is a key factor cause the overall performance difference. Programming support of the persistence framework has an impact on programming effort. On RQ3, we find that an application’s dominant database operations (i.e., insert, update, select and delete), and query language complexity (i.e.,
JOIN query, aggregation or arithmetic operation, expression update, batch operations) affect the overall performance.

On RQ4, we use several important metrics to evaluate an application implemented by a specific persistence framework, which includes energy consumption, performance, Uncommented Lines of Code (ULOC), McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity, read/write database operation number and Dalvik VM method invocations. We also introduce a recommendation model and demonstrate its use by applying it to the benchmarks used for the measurements.

1.5 Research Contributions

Based on our experiment results, the main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to conduct empirical evaluation on the energy, performance, and programming effort trade-offs of widely used Android persistence frameworks.

2 Based on our experimental results, we offer a series of guidelines for Android mobile developers to select the most appropriate persistence framework for their mobile applications, and also to optimize their products for the mobile market. For example, ActiveAndroid or OrmLite fit well for applications processing relatively large data volumes in a read-write fashion. Our Android ORM experiments are based on the basic persist operation type—insert, select, update, or delete, whose findings can be applied to general database relevant applications. Our DaCapo experiments’s conclusion can be applied to select-and-update operation dominant applications.

3 We introduce a recommendation model that take into account programming effort in addition to performance and energy efficiency, which is applied to our experimental benchmarks quantifying the trade-off between these three measurement dimensions for each persistence framework. This model provides a new means to evaluate the fitness of a persistence framework for a given mobile application scenario.
1.6 Thesis Roadmap

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives the definition of terms. Chapter 3 introduces the motivation of this study. Chapter 4 provides the background and related work information for this research. Chapter 5 introduces the history of Android persistence framework, as well as compares the features and capabilities of the studied persistence frameworks. Chapter 6 describes the design of our experimental study. Chapter 7 presents the study results, listing our findings and offering guidelines for Android developers. Chapter 8 presents our recommendation model. Chapter 9 discusses the threats to internal and external validity of our experimental results. Chapter 10 presents future work direction. Chapter 11 summarizes our conclusions.
Chapter 2

Terminology

This chapter defines the key technical terms used in this thesis.

**Relational Database:**
A relational database [44] is based on the relational model, which organizes data in terms of tuples and group tuples into relations. Relational Database systems use the SQL language for data manipulation. SQLite is a relational database engine for embedded devices, commonly used in Android mobile applications.

**Object Database:**
An object database [41] is based on the object-oriented model, which is designed to comply with the characteristics of object-oriented programming languages. It can be viewed as an extension to the application environment, the object nodes are maintained in memory pages. Realm is an embedded object database engine.

**Object-relational impedance mismatch:**
The differences between the object-oriented and relational models have been known as the object-relational impedance mismatch [54].

**Persistence framework:**
A persistence framework serves as a middleware layer that bridges the application logic with the database engines operations, automating the process of storing program data in a database.
Data access object:
A data access object (DAO) [40] is a design pattern used in some persistence frameworks (such as greenDAO, OrmLite) which provides public persistence operation interfaces without exposing database operation details (such as complex Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) code and non-portable SQL).

Object-relational mapping (ORM) persistence framework:
Object-relational mapping (ORM) [29] is a frequently-used solution for object-relational impedance mismatch, an incompatibility between the programming models imposed by an object-oriented language and a relational database. The former uses object entities and attributes to fulfill data management tasks, while the latter organizes the data within tables and fields. An ORM persistence framework solves the mismatch problems including granularity mismatch, inheritance mismatch, identity mismatch, associations mismatch, and navigation mismatch [20]. Hibernate, Apache OpenJPA, greenDAO, OrmLite, Sugar ORM, Android SQLite, etc. are ORM persistence frameworks designed for JAVA PC or Android applications.

Object-oriented (OO) persistence framework:
An object-oriented persistence framework uses the same object model as the underlying object database. In the scope of this thesis, Realm Java is the only Android OO persistence framework we study, which works with Realm database.

Table:
In a relational database, a table represents an entity, which consists of a set of tuples (also known as rows) and attributes (also known as columns).

Entity:
An entity is a persistence domain object defined by object-oriented programming language in user application, used to map a corresponding database table, and a member variable corresponds to a table attribute, while each entity instance represents a tuple in the table.

Database schema:
In a relational database, a schema descriptively defines the structure, constraints of the tables, and the relationships among the tables.
Performance:
In this thesis, we use performance to refer to the time consumed by running a particular application or benchmark.

Energy:
Energy is defined as the electric charge that a battery will hold and the time a device will be allowed to run before the battery needs recharging.

Programming effort:
Programming effort refers to the amount of effort required to complete a specific programming task, always related to software complexity. A series of metrics depending on program size, control structure or characteristics of module interfaces can be used to estimate the programming effort, including Uncommented Lines of Code (ULOC), McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity [68], Coupling Between Object classes [65], Number of Static Methods, Number of Parameters, Number of Attributes, Nested Block Depth, etc.

Benchmark:
Benchmark is a standardized program used to evaluate a persistence framework’s energy consumption and performance. In our study, we have two benchmarks: Android ORM benchmark and DaCapo benchmark.
Chapter 3

Motivation

Nowadays, developing a robust application without using any middleware is risky and high cost. This thesis focuses on Android persistence frameworks as its object of study. Because relatively few prior studies have concerned Android persistence frameworks, the ones dealing with the differences between the persistence mechanisms or persistence frameworks in Java desktop environments are particularly worthy of attention.

The designers of the Android platform have recognized the importance of persistence by including the SQLite database module in the standard Android image from 1.5 version. Ever since, this module has been used widely in Android applications [60]. According to our analysis of the most popular 550 applications hosted on GooglePlay, 400 of them (73%) involve interactions with the SQLite module. Android persistence frameworks have been introduced and refined to facilitate the creation of database-oriented applications.

The prior persistence studies have mainly focused on the comparison of time consumption. However, as the energy demands of mobile applications continue to exceed the battery capacities of mobile devices, one cannot neglect energy efficiency as a key concern when analyzing the overall performance of persistence frameworks on mobile platforms.

One major goal of this thesis is to understand the energy consumption of Android application when using different persistence frameworks. Studies have shown that a series of software development related factors can significantly influence the energy consumption of a software system [86] (e.g., design patterns involved, the Model-
View-Controller architecture [45], information hiding, implementation of persistence layers, code obfuscation [19], refactoring, and data structure usage).
Chapter 4

Related Work

To set the context for the research presented in this thesis, this chapter first gives an overview of the main technologies used and then discusses the related state of the art. The major sections include the discussion of prior studies on persistence framework, performance and energy efficiency, and programming effort which are related to our study. This chapter also introduces the history of persistence framework, and then compares major Android persistence functionality, as it is realized by means of embedded database engines and Android persistence frameworks in our study.

This thesis evaluates the programming effort required to implement the benchmarks using different Android persistence frameworks. The results of this evaluation can be helpful in estimating how the choice of a particular persistence solution can affect programmer productivity.

4.1 Persistence Framework

Jordan [57] compares and contrasts major Java persistence mechanisms, including Java Object Serialization (JOS), JavaBeans Persistence (JBP), Orthogonal Persistence (OPJ), JDBC, Java Data Objects (JDO), and Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB). He also proposes a set of criteria, including performance, scalability, reusability, transaction support, and operational complexity, for evaluating the persistence mechanisms. His work aims at evaluating the native persistence support provided by the Java language rather than that provided by external third-party persistence frameworks.
Phutela [75] discusses the pros (e.g., transparent object-oriented mapping mechanism, less programming effort, powerful customized query language, and performance optimization) and cons (e.g., learning cost, overhead caused by framework and data complexity) of the ORM framework Hibernate, comparing it with JDBC, which is a naive Java database connectivity API. This work studies the available ORM features without evaluating their performance or programmability characteristics. Bhatti, et. al. [38] compare the performance of three open source Java ORM tools—Hibernate, Ebean and TopLinkhave—using a simple benchmark with the insert/query/update/delete database operations, similar to our Android ORM benchmark design. As compared to our benchmarks, however, this work leaves out the scalability and complexity of database structure considerations.

4.2 Performance and Energy Efficiency

Here we list the primary branches in Android energy research area from hardware to software, and then emphatically introduce the prior research efforts on the Android application-layer energy consumption analysis which are most related to our research category.

Studies [89, 59, 55] focus on estimating the energy consumption of mobile hardware components, such as CPU, LCD, GPS, Wi-Fi, audio, etc. These approaches manually or automatically model the power consumption of different architectures to understand the run-time behavior of energy-intensive hardware components. In recent years, the research focus has shifted more toward reducing the energy consumption of mobile applications, which has become a critical problem in modern software design.

Some early research focuses on the instruction level power estimation techniques [84, 80, 69], which require a complete instruction level trace analysis at runtime. These estimation models always involve large computing overhead, which can commonly lead to considerable measurement inaccuracies.

Studies [37, 82, 47] use system energy modeling methods to estimate the energy consumption at subroutine or system-call levels. Their estimation results are impacted by the accuracy, rate and overhead of collecting the measurements at runtime, and also depend on the selection and adaptability of the regression model in place.

Some researchers aim at understanding the application-level energy consumption. Geoffrey, et. al. [51] combines program analysis (which tracks run-time traversing
path and energy-related information) and pre-instruction energy modeling (which provides individual energy estimation function for each distinct hardware component) techniques to estimate the overall energy consumption of an application. Studies [81, 53, 62, 76, 77] discuss the impact of software design patterns on the application energy consumption.

Other studies are devoted to energy-aware programming. One representative approach introduces the Energy Types (ET) model, a programming abstraction that can be used to build energy-efficient applications [43]. This model helps build the energy management strategies by instrumenting the phase and mode information into a programming language directly. This work also evaluates the validity of ET model by measuring the performance and energy consumption of ET applications.

Compared to these prior works, although our studies also focus on application energy consumption, our emphasis is on the energy impact of the middleware layer. We investigate the relationship between the features of persistence frameworks and the overall application energy consumption, runtime performance, and programming effort.

### 4.3 Programming Effort

Various metrics have been proposed in prior studies. Halstead [50] proposes a method which calculates software metrics such as program vocabulary, length, difficulty and effort by identifying measurable properties (number of operators and operands) and their mutual relationships in a given software application. McCabe et al. [68, 72, 49] introduce the McCabes cyclomatic complexity metric which measures the cyclomatic number—the maximum number of linearly independent circuits in a program control graph. Oviedo [74] presents a software complexity indicator which combines control-flow metric and data-flow metric together; it considers the number of edges in the control flow graph, and the number of variables referenced but not defined in the program. Studies [61, 88] compares several complexity metrics, which include McCabes Cyclomatic Complexity metric, Halsteads programming effort, statement count and Oviendos data flow complexity. Studies [66, 48, 35, 52, 42] explore metrics for object-oriented software. These metrics take into account object-oriented language features, such as encapsulation, inheritance, coupling and polymorphism. Compared to the related prior studies, this thesis estimates the programming effort required by Android Persistence frameworks using two program metrics, such as Uncommented Lines of Code and the McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity.
Chapter 5

Android Persistence Frameworks

5.1 The Evolution of Persistence Frameworks

Android persistence frameworks are rooted in Java persistence. The concept of Java persistence was first introduced in the specification of the transient Java keyword [57]. Java began to support persistence by providing different persistence mechanisms. The most famous ones are JDBC and Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) [33], which use entity beans containing database manipulation logic to manage the relational data in applications. Persistence frameworks were introduced later to provide lightweight persistence solutions rather than heavyweight entity beans. A persistence framework usually focuses itself on two aspects: 1) It provides a set of APIs for accessing, persisting, and managing data. It separates the application business needs and the underlying database accesses. 2) It specifies a special query syntax that replaces the relational SQL query syntax.

Hibernate [36] is a full-featured ORM persistence framework, invented by Gavin King in 2001. The Hibernate ORM 5.1.0.Final version [10], launched in February 2016, continues to play a significant role in the promotion and evolution of Java persistence. It not only facilitates the development of subsequent persistence frameworks, such as Apache OpenJPA [46] which is implemented based on Java persistence API specification, and it also acts as a cornerstone for the development of Android persistence frameworks.
5.2 Android Persistence Framework Overview

In this study, we use six popular Android persistence frameworks, we will introduce them in turn.

Android SQLite:
The Android platform uses SQLite as its default database engine and has a built-in SQLite database management framework in its SDK. This framework handles the maintenance of the active SQLite database connection pool, concurrency protection, and makes a simple encapsulation over the underlying database access interfaces. It provides public user interfaces with relational SQL statement style in nature instead of focusing on object-oriented characteristics.

ActiveAndroid:
It is an ORM framework whose distinguishing characteristic is its use of the active record pattern [70], which maps entity classes to database tables, defines properties that correspond to database table columns, and provides database manipulating object interfaces, such as insert, update, and delete. With ActiveAndroid, developers can save and retrieve SQLite database records in one table without considering setup configurations or writing a single SQL statement if their database model is simple.

greenDAO:
greenDAO provides an automatic generator tool to map relational entities and their DAOs (Data Access Object), as well as object oriented programming interfaces. The framework uses the DAO layer to encapsulate various operations, such as insert, update, delete, query builder, load, refresh and batch operations in DAO abstraction. Developers can manipulate table entities and persist them via the corresponding DAO. This framework offers some advanced ORM features like session cache, eager loading, and active entities besides basic requirements.

OrmLite:
Object Relational Mapping Lite (OrmLite) framework isolates the database operations in abstract DAO classes; it supports compiled statements for reusability, and provides transaction management for atomicity and also for increasing the speed of batch operations.
Sugar ORM:
This ORM framework also uses active record style APIs. It provides a simple way to map object operations to SQLite database operations.

Java Realm:
Unlike the ORM frameworks discussed above, which are developed on top on SQLite database engine, Java Realm framework is published with the Realm embedded cross-platform database engine, constructed completely using an Object-Oriented model [79] instead of Relational model. This framework along with the Realm engine handle object relations directly, while trying to avoid the complexity of object-relational mapping and achieve maximum zero-copy and minimum deserialization within operations, while also being ACID-compliant. When developers access the entity properties, they in fact access the raw data in the Realm database without extra mapping or frequent memory copying.

5.3 Android Persistence Framework Feature Comparison

Our studied Android persistence frameworks differ in a variety of ways. We focus on their feature supports, as they may impact energy consumption, performance, and programming effort. These features include database engines, programming support (e.g., object and schema auto generation), programming abstractions (e.g., data access method support, relationships, raw query interfaces, batch operations, complex updates, and aggregation operations), relational features support (e.g., key/index structure, SQL join operations, etc.), and execution modes (e.g., transactions and caching). Table 5.1 compares these differences of the persistence frameworks used in our study.

We study the following features:

1 Database Engine:
Database engine can be “SQLite” or “Realm”. Five of the studied persistence frameworks use SQLite [73], an ACID (Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, and Durable) and SQL standard-compliant relational database engine. The remaining framework uses Realm [22], an object-oriented database engine whose design goal is to provide functionality equivalent to relational engines.
2 Object Code Generation:
Object Code Generation can be “With code generator” or “Without code generator”. Some frameworks feature code generators that relieve the mobile developer from the necessity to write Java classes that represent the relational schema in place.

3 Schema Generation:
Schema Generation can be “Manual” or “Auto”. At the initialization stage, persistence frameworks employ different strategies to generate the database schema. Android SQLite requires raw SQL statements to create database tables, while OrmLite provides a special API call. greenDAO generates a special DAO class that includes the schema. The remaining frameworks automatically extract the table schema from the programmer defined entity classes.

4 Data Access Method:
Data Access Method can be “DAO”, “Relational” or “Hybrid”. DAO (Data Access Object) is a well-known abstraction strategy for database access that provides a unified object-oriented, entity-based persistence operation set (insert, update, delete, query, etc.). greenDAO, Sugar ORM and OrmLite provide the DAO layer, while Android SQLite adopts a relational rather than DAO database manipulating interface. ActiveAndroid and Realm Java provide a hybrid strategy—both DAO and SQL builder APIs.

5 Relationship Support:
Relationship Support can be “One-To-One”, “One-To-Many” or “Many-to-Many”. greenDAO and Realm Java support all three relationships. ActiveAndroid lacks support for Many-to-Many, while Sugar ORM only supports One-To-Many. Android SQLite and OrmLite lack support for relationships, requiring the programmer to write explicit SQL join operations.

6 Raw Query Interface Support:
Raw Query Interface Support can be “Yes”, or “No”. Raw queries use naive SQL statements, thus deviating from pure object-orientation to execute complex database operations on multiple tables, nesting queries and aggregation functions. Android SQLite, greenDAO and OrmLite all provide this functionality.

7 Batch Operations:
Batch Operations can be “Batch Insert”, “Batch Update” or “Batch Delete”. Batch operations commit several same-type database changes at once, thus improving performance. greenDAO, OrmLite and Sugar ORM provides batch mech-
anisms for insert, update and delete. Realm Java provides batch inserts only, and the remaining two frameworks lack this functionality.

8 Complex Update Support:
Complex Update Support can be “Relational”, or “Object”. Typically, there are two kinds of database update operations—update columns to given values, or update columns based on arithmetic expressions. Android SQLite and ActiveAndroid can only use raw SQL manipulation interface to support expression updates. greenDAO, Sugar ORM and Java Realm support complex updates via entity field modification. OrmLite is the only framework which provides both the value update and expression update abstractions.

9 Aggregation Support:
Aggregation Support can be “All”, or “Partial”. Aggregating data in a relational database enables the statistical analysis over a set of records. Different frameworks selectively implement aggregation functionality. Android SQLite and OrmLite support all of the aggregation functions via a raw SQL interface. Realm Java and Sugar ORM provide an aggregation subset in the entity layer. ActiveAndroid and greenDAO support only the COUNT aggregation.

10 Key/Index Structure:
Key/Index Structure can be “Primary Key”, “Index” or “Foreign Key”. Key/Index structure identifies individual records, indicates table correlations, and increases the execution speed. Android SQLite fully supports the database constraints—single or multiple primary keys (PK), index and foreign key (FK). ActiveAndroid supports integer single PK, unique, index and FK. greenDAO supports integer single PK, unique, index. OrmLite supports single PK, index, FK. Sugar ORM supports integer single PK, unique. Realm Java supports string or Integer single PK, index.

11 SQL JOIN Support:
SQL JOIN Support can be “Yes”, or “No”. SQL JOIN clause combines data from two or more relational tables. Android SQLite only supports raw JOIN SQL. ActiveAndroid incorporates JOIN in its object query interface. DAOs of greenDAO and OrmLite provide the JOIN operation. Sugar ORM and Realm Java lack this support.

12 Transaction Support:
Transaction Support can be “Yes”, or “No”. Transactions perform a sequence
of operations as a single logical execution unit. All the studied engines with the exception of greenDAO and Sugar ORM provide full transactional support.

13 **Cache Support:**
Cache Support can be “Yes”, or “No”. Some persistence frameworks provide this advanced feature to maintain persisted entities in memory for sped-up future accesses, at the cost of extra processing required to initialize the cache pool. OrmLite, ActiveAndroid, greenDAO support caching.
Table 5.1: Persistence framework feature comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Android</th>
<th>Active Android</th>
<th>greenDAO</th>
<th>OrmLite</th>
<th>Sugar ORM</th>
<th>Java Realm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Database Engine</td>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>Realm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Code Generation</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Access Method</td>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>DAO</td>
<td>DAO</td>
<td>DAO</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Support</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>One-To-One, One-To-Many</td>
<td>One-To-One, One-To-Many, Many-to-Many</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>One-To-Many</td>
<td>One-To-One, One-To-Many, Many-to-Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Query Interface Support</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Operations</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>batch insert, batch update, batch delete</td>
<td>batch insert, batch update, batch delete</td>
<td>batch insert, batch update, batch delete</td>
<td>batch insert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Update Support</td>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation Support</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>COUNT</td>
<td>COUNT</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>COUNT, FIRST, LAST</td>
<td>MAX, MIN, SUM, AVERAGE, FIRST, LAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key/Index Structure</td>
<td>primary key, index, foreign key</td>
<td>int single primary key, unique, index, foreign key</td>
<td>int single primary key, unique, index</td>
<td>single primary key, index, foreign key</td>
<td>int single primary key, unique</td>
<td>string or int single primary key, index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL JOIN Support</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Support</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caching Support</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6

Experiment Design

In this chapter, we explain the main design decisions we have made in designing our experiments. In particular, we discuss the benchmarks, the measurement variables, and the experimental parameters.

6.1 Android Persistence Framework Experiment Architecture

Figure 6.1 shows the architecture of our Android persistence framework experiment. As we can see in an Android system [87], persistence framework layer locates in the middleware layer, which is between Android system libraries and application level. We executed our benchmarks over six persistence frameworks. We have a set of benchmark input parameters such as framework type, operation type, data amount and transaction number. We measure application energy consumption by attaching device to a power monitor, calculate the number of underlying database read/write operations by hooking SQLite library’s operation interfaces, use power monitor and logs to get the execution time of each benchmark run, and also use the Java code metrics to estimate the programming effort of each benchmark.
6.2 Android Persistence Framework Selection

In this thesis, we choose and evaluate six Android persistence frameworks: Android SQLite, ActiveAndroid, greenDAO, OrmLite, Sugar ORM, and Realm Java as our research subjects based on the following considerations:

1. All of them are designed for the Android platform, backed up by the SQLite and Realm database engines, which are customized for mobile devices, with limited resources, including battery power, memory, and processor. The database engine maintains a schema in memory or on disk, and the Android persistence framework provides a programming interface for the application to interact with the database engine.

2. Android SQLite is the official persistence framework (also known as the JDBC
driver) for Android and its natively supported SQLite database engine. Java Realm is the only Object-oriented persistence framework for Realm database engine. ActiveAndroid, greenDAO, OrmLite, and Sugar ORM are commonly acknowledged as some of the best third-party Android ORM [29] libraries for working with the Android SQLite database engine.

3 These six persistence frameworks have some common strengths, when compared to other open-source Android persistence frameworks.

(a) They are widely used in Android applications, and provide stable and optimal functionality.

(b) All of them have stable versions published, have detailed documentation, and also have good community support.

(c) All of them provide parameterized statements to prevent SQL injection security problems, especially, greenDAO and Java Realm support additional database encryption mechanisms.

(d) In addition, most of them are actively maintained. Specifically, Android SQLite is upgraded and published with other Android APIs. ActiveAndroid was first released in 2010 with Apache Version 2.0, and the last update was in 2014. greenDAO published the first version in 2011, and released the latest version in 2016 with Apache Version 2.0. OrmLite was invented in 2010, the latest version was released in 2013 with ISC License, and its GitHub repository is still keeping active in 2016. Sugar ORM released its first version in 2012 with Apache Version 2.0, which is still regularly maintained up to 2016. Realm Java was released in 2014 and had the latest 1.0.0 version published in 2016.

Next,

6.3 Benchmark Selection

DaCapo H2 [39] is a well-known Java database benchmark that interacts with the H2 Database Engine via JDBC. To adapt this benchmark for our experiments, we replace H2 with SQLite or Realm. This benchmark manipulates a considerable volume of data to emulate bank transactions. The benchmark includes: 1) a complex
schema and non-trivial functionality, obtained from a real-world production environment. The database structure is complex (12 tables, with 120 table columns and 11 relationships between tables), while the database operations simulate the running of heavy-workload database-oriented applications; 2) complex database operations that require: multiple-table query, aggregations, and combined operations.

However, using the DaCapo benchmark alone would leave unanswered the questions of the performance of persistence frameworks under the low data volumes with simple schema conditions. To establish a baseline for our evaluation, we thus designed a set of micro benchmarks, referred to as the Android ORM Benchmark, which features a simple database schema with few data records. Specifically, this benchmark’s database structure includes 2 tables comprising 11 table columns, and a varying small number of data records. Besides, this Android ORM benchmark comprises the fundamental database operation invocations “create table”, “insert”, “delete”, “select”, “update”. As the database operations in many mobile applications tend to be rather simple, the Android ORM benchmark’s results present valuable insights for application developers.

Note that database operations differ from database operation invocations. The invocations refer to calling the interfaces provided by the persistence framework (e.g., “insert”, “select”, “update” and “delete”). However, each invocation can result in multiple database operations (e.g., android...SQLiteStatement.executeInsert()).

6.4 Parameters and Dependent Variables

Our experimental setup comprises a mobile application that uses each of the benchmarked frameworks to execute both DaCapo and the Android ORM Benchmark. Our experiments leave all settings fixed while varying the persistence frameworks.

Next, we explain the variables used to evaluate the performance, energy consumption, and programming effort of the studied persistence frameworks. We also describe how these variables are obtained.

\footnote{All the code used in our experiments can be downloaded from https://github.com/AmberPool/PEPBench.}
6.4.1 Performance

- **Overall Execution Time**: is the time elapsed from the point when a database transaction is triggered to the point when it stops.

- **Read/Write Database Operation Number**: is obtained by hooking into the SQLite operation interfaces provided by the Android System Library. We focus on comparing the Read/Write numbers only on SQLite-based frameworks (i.e., ActiveAndroid, greenDAO, OrmLite and Sugar ORM). The write operations include executing SQLs that are used to “insert”, “delete” and “update”, while the read operations include only “select”. When performing the same combination of transactions, the differences in Read/Write number is the output of how different persistence frameworks interpret database operation invocations. The read/write ratio can also impact the energy consumption.

We hook all SQLite operation interfaces. For those interfaces provided for a certain type of database operation, we mark them as “Read” or “Write”; for those interfaces provided for general SQL execution, we search for certain keywords (e.g., insert, update, select and delete), in the SQL strings, and further mark them as “Read” or “Write”.

6.4.2 Energy

Energy Consumption is obtained by monitoring the real-time current of the Android device’s battery.

Equation 6.1 is used to calculate the overall energy consumption [31], where is the average current (mA), and is the time window (ms). Energy consumption can be measured by Micro-ampere-hour [6, 9], which indicates the amount of energy charge in a battery that will allow one micro ampere of current to flow for one hour.

\[
E = \frac{\bar{I} \times t}{3600 s/hour} \quad (6.1)
\]

The equation shows that the energy consumption is proportional to the execution time, as well as to the current required by the device’s hardware (e.g., CPU, memory, network, and hard disk). For the persistence frameworks, the differences of energy consumption reflect not only the execution time differences, but also the dif-
different CPU workload and hard disk R/W operations required to process database operations.

6.4.3 Programming Effort

- **Uncommented Line of Codes (ULOC):** reflects the programming effort in terms of how much lines of code the programmer has to write to use each persistence framework.

- **The McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity:** estimates the programming effort expended to implement each benchmark using different persistence frameworks. This metric calculates the number of flows through a piece of code based on the control flow graph. The McCabe numbers indicate the degree of code understanding difficulty and probability of defect containment.

6.4.4 Benchmark Input Parameters

Next, we introduce the input parameters for different benchmarks. For the DaCapo benchmark, we want to explore the performance boundary of different persistence frameworks under a heavy workload. Therefore, we vary the amount of total transactions to a large scale, and record the overall time taken and energy consumed.

For the Android ORM benchmark, we study the “initialize”, “insert”, “select”, “update” and “delete” invocations in turn. We change the number of transactions for the last four invocations, so for the “select”, “update” and “delete” invocations, the amount of data records also changes. Therefore, the input parameters for the Android ORM benchmark is a set of two parameters, \{number of transactions, amount of data records\}.

6.5 Experimental Hardware and Tools

All the measurements are conducted on an LG LS740 smartphone, with 1GB of RAM, 8GB of ROM and 1.2GHz quad-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 400 processor [83], running Android 4.4.2 KitKat operating system. The device has a 3000mAh removable Lithium Ion battery.
All experiments are executed as the only load on the device’s OS. We run each benchmark 5 times within the same environment, with the first two runs to warm up the system, and the reported data as the average of the last 3 runs. We clear cached data before each run.

We use the Monsoon Power Monitor [17] to monitor the current and voltage of the device battery, as shown in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.3 shows the software user interface connects to Monsoon Power Monitor, which provides instant and average informations such as energy consumption, sampling time, power, current and voltage.

Figure 6.2: Monsoon Mobile Device Power Monitor’s main channel measurement connection
We use Xposed framework [32] instrument our benchmark code to compare the underlying database calls (database read and write) between five SQLite-based persistence frameworks—ActiveAndroid, greenDAO, OrmLite, Sugar ORM, and Android SQLite. Java Realm framework is an exception because it’s based on Realm engine, and its implementation is fully object-oriented.

To understand the Dalvik VM method invocations, we use Traceview [30] (Figure 6.4), an Android profiler that makes it possible to explore the impact of programming abstractions on the overall performance. Unfortunately, only the Android ORM benchmark is suitable for this exploration, due to the Traceview scalability limitations.
To estimate the programming effort, we use IntelliJ IDEA [11] and Metrics 1.3.6 [15] to analysis our benchmark code. We use IntelliJ IDEA to calculate ULOC metric, and use Metrics 1.3.6 to calculate McCabe cyclomatic complexity.
Chapter 7

Study Results

In this chapter, we report and analyze our experimental results.

7.1 Programming Effort Analysis

First, we compute the programming effort metrics (uncommented lines of code, and the McCabe Cyclomatic complexity) for the Android ORM and DaCapo benchmarks, respectively.

7.1.1 Uncommented Lines of Code Analysis

Table 7.1 shows the ULOC of Android ORM benchmark set with different frameworks. Table 7.2 shows the ULOC of DaCapo benchmark set with different frameworks. For both benchmark sets, the size of benchmark with Sugar ORM, greenDAO or ActiveAndroid is smaller compared to other two frameworks. Persistence frameworks with active record pattern—provide object interfaces without using database manipulating auxiliary classes—have smaller program sizes, such as Sugar ORM and ActiveAndroid. greenDAO has a relatively small program size because its automatic generator tool helps create the entity classes and also the DAO classes. Java Realm requires that the programmer write more ULOC than with the other frameworks to achieve the same functionality.
Table 7.1: ULOC for Android ORM Benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Android ORM</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ActiveAndroid</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greenDAO</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrmLite</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar ORM</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android SQLite</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Realm</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: ULOC for DaCapo Benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DaCapo</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ActiveAndroid</td>
<td>2923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greenDAO</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrmLite</td>
<td>3310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar ORM</td>
<td>2911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android SQLite</td>
<td>3068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Realm</td>
<td>3071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.2 McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity Analysis

The McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity measures the number of flows through a certain program method. This metric increases by one when a code branch occurs, for example, conditional statements and loops, conditional expression, conditional logic operators, and exception catch branch.

When calculating the total McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity for our benchmark, we only consider the dominant classes. In our Android ORM Benchmark, we analyze only the main classes we had to write—ActiveAndroidAORM.java, GreenDaoAORM.java, OrmLiteAORM.java, SugarOrmAORM.java, SqliteAORM.java, RealmAORM.java—of each persistence framework implementation which contains the concrete persist operations. In DaCapo Benchmark, we analyze major classes—ActiveAndroidSimpleInsert.java, Active-

When considering the flow complexity, we observe from Table 7.3, Table 7.4 that for applications which involve a small set of database tables and simple operations (such as single or one-to-many object persistence operation) like Android ORM benchmark, ActiveAndroid and Sugar ORM are appropriate, while for large applications which have a complex database construction, frequent select and update operations like DaCapo benchmark, OrmLite and ActiveAndroid are better than others. Java Realm shows a higher McCabe cyclomatic complexity than in other frameworks because of the complex structure of its update procedure (Table 5.1) and the explicit database instance management pattern.

Table 7.3: The McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity for Android ORM Benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Android ORM</th>
<th>McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ActiveAndroid</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greenDAO</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrmLite</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar ORM</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android SQLite</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Realm</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: The McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity for the DaCapo Benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DaCapo</th>
<th>McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ActiveAndroid</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greenDAO</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrmLite</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar ORM</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android SQLite</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Realm</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.1.3 Overall Programming Effort Analysis

Table 7.5 and Table 7.6 sum up the ranking of each persistence framework with regard to two programming effort metrics (ULOC and McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity) in the Android ORM and DaCapo benchmarks, respectively. We can rank six persistence frameworks in terms of their overall programming effort. In Android ORM benchmark, we have Sugar ORM < ActiveAndroid < greenDAO < OrmLite ≤ Android SQLite < Java Realm, while in DaCapo benchmark, we have ActiveAndroid < greenDAO ≤ Sugar ORM < OrmLite ≤ Android SQLite < Java Realm.

Table 7.5: Comparison of Programming Effort Metrics in the Android ORM Benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compared Item</th>
<th>ActiveAndroid</th>
<th>greenDAO</th>
<th>OrmLite</th>
<th>Sugar ORM</th>
<th>Android SQLite</th>
<th>Java Realm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ULOC Ranking</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCabe Ranking</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summed up Ranking</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.6: Comparison of Programming Effort Metrics in the DaCapo Benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compared Item</th>
<th>ActiveAndroid</th>
<th>greenDAO</th>
<th>OrmLite</th>
<th>Sugar ORM</th>
<th>Android SQLite</th>
<th>Java Realm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ULOC Ranking</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCabe Ranking</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summed up Ranking</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.2 Experiments with the Android ORM Benchmark

In this group of experiments, we study how the types of persistence operation (initialization, insert, update, select and delete) and the variations on the number of transactions impact energy consumption and performance with different frameworks when using Android ORM benchmark. The experimental results for each type of database invocation—“initialization”, “insert”, “select”, “update” and “delete”—are presented in Figure7.1 - Figure7.15.

The results show that overall, the energy consumption is proportional to execution time in each group of experiment. However, the persistence frameworks differ in terms of their respective energy consumption, performance, read, and write measurements. Next, we analyze the results in details by each operation.

7.2.1 Initialization Analysis

In the initialization stage, what persistence always does is deleting the old database if necessary, initializing the runtime context, and mostly creating database tables. Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2, and Figure 7.3 compare the energy consumption, execution time and the number of underlying database read/write operations, respectively. ActiveAndroid takes more energy (80.25 $\mu$Ah) and relatively longer time (1086 ms) to complete the initialization since this stage need to obtain various application information from the Android running context, accordingly do quite a number of class loading via the Java reflecting mechanism, and also opens the database connection in the very beginning. In addition, it also involves the largest number of database write operations, including executing extra update statements like changing foreign keys setting and user version. OrmLite costs considerable energy and time to finish its initialization. Its read/write operations are the most frequent because the table creation is inefficient: it queries the rows changed in the database each time when it executes the table creating statement. Sugar ORM is an exception in our study, as it adopts a deferred database table creation strategy rather than creating tables in the first stage. Hence its energy consumption for this stage is the smallest.

\footnote{To adapt to the size of the figures in the experimental results, we use “SQLite” to refer to “Android SQLite” persistence framework, and use “Realm” to refer to “Java Realm” persistence framework}
Figure 7.1: Comparison of initialization energy consumption among different persistence frameworks in Android ORM benchmark. The $x$ axis indicates six Android persistence frameworks and the $y$ axis is the energy consumption of benchmark with individual framework.

Figure 7.2: Comparison of initialization execution time among different persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. The $x$ axis indicates six Android persistence frameworks and the $y$ axis is the execution time of benchmark with individual framework.
Figure 7.3: Comparison of initialization read/write operations among SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. The $x$ axis indicates five SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks, and the $y$ axis is the operation number of benchmark with individual framework: specially, black bar shows the read operation number and red bar shows the write operation number. The read and write number for Sugar ORM are 0.

![Comparison of initialization read/write operations among SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks.](image)

### 7.2.2 Insert Analysis

Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5, and Figure 7.6 compare the energy consumption, execution time and the number of underlying database read/write operations respectively. We observe that ActiveAndroid has the longest insert operation runtime, while Sugar ORM is second longest, with the remaining frameworks showing similar performance levels. The runtime trace reveals that interactions with the cache triggered by insert in ActiveAndroid are expensive, costing 62% of the overall execution time. Sugar ORM performs the highest number of database operations, a measurement that explains its performance. In addition, it involves considerable number of traversal queries and map usage to get mapping information, insert data, and do checks. One notable problem with Sugar ORM is that it contains log trace logic for each save which cannot be forbidden, and these features affect its energy consumption and performance. By contrast, greenDAO’s performance is the best, due to its simple but efficient batch insert encapsulation, as shown in Table 5.1.
Figure 7.4: Comparison of insert energy consumption among different persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. Six Android persistence frameworks are represented by different colors, the $x$ axis indicates number of transaction, and the $y$ axis is the energy consumption of benchmark with individual framework.

Figure 7.5: Comparison of insert execution time among different persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. Six Android persistence frameworks are represented by different colors, the $x$ axis indicates number of transaction, and the $y$ axis is the execution time of benchmark with individual framework.
Figure 7.6: Comparison of insert read/write operations among SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. The $x$ axis indicates five SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks, and the $y$ axis is the operation number of benchmark with individual framework when number of transaction = 125: specially, black bar shows the read operation number and red bar shows the write operation number.

7.2.3 Update Analysis

From Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 we can observe that, the cost of Java Realm update is several orders of magnitude larger than other frameworks especially when the number of transactions grows. As shown in Table 5.1, one reason is that Java Realm lacks support for batch update. Another cause is that its update procedure invokes the underlying Realm library method—`TableView.size()`—performed on a memory-hosted list of entities and costing 98.3% of the overall execution time. The cost of Sugar ORM is still high because it has the highest number of read and write operations. Sugar ORM needs to find the target object before updating it. This finding procedure involves an expensive recursive design for the `SugarRecord.find()` method, costing 96% of the overall execution time. OrmLite and Java SQLite updates have comparable efficiency in our experiment since both of them provide direct update operations while other four frameworks adopt query-and-save modes which are not very economic.
Figure 7.7: Comparison of update energy consumption among different persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. Six Android persistence frameworks are represented by different colors, the $x$ axis indicates number of transaction, and the $y$ axis is the energy consumption of benchmark with individual framework.

![Figure 7.7](image)

Figure 7.8: Comparison of update execution time among different persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. Six Android persistence frameworks are represented by different colors, the $x$ axis indicates number of transactions, and the $y$ axis is the execution time of benchmark with individual framework.

![Figure 7.8](image)
Figure 7.9: Comparison of update read/write operations among different persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. The x axis indicates five SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks, and the y axis is the operation number of benchmark with individual framework when number of transactions = 125: specially, black bar shows the read operation number and red bar shows the write operation number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Read Number</th>
<th>Write Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ActiveAndroid</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greenDAO</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrmLite</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar ORM</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.4 Select and Delete Analysis

For select and delete operations, we observe from Figure 7.10, Figure 7.11, Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13, Figure 7.14, Figure 7.15 that Sugar ORM: 1) has the worst performance in terms of execution time and energy consumption; 2) has the highest number of database operations, as it executes an extra query for each atomic operation. Sugar ORM’s select and delete inefficiency is related to the extra underlying operations, but as mentioned above, most of the execution time is spent in the recursive find method. OrmLite, greenDAO and Android SQLite show comparable performance levels with these two operations.
Figure 7.10: Comparison of select energy consumption among different persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. Six Android persistence frameworks are represented by different colors, the $x$ axis indicates number of transactions, and the $y$ axis is the energy consumption of benchmark with individual framework.

Figure 7.11: Comparison of select execution time among different persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. Six Android persistence frameworks are represented by different colors, the $x$ axis indicates number of transactions, and the $y$ axis is the execution time of benchmark with individual framework.
Figure 7.12: Comparison of select read/write operations among SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. The $x$ axis indicates five SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks, and the $y$ axis is the operation number of benchmark with individual framework when number of transactions = 125: specially, black bar shows the read operation number and red bar shows the write operation number.

Figure 7.13: Comparison of delete energy consumption among different persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. Six Android persistence frameworks are represented by different colors, the $x$ axis indicates number of transactions, and the $y$ axis is the energy consumption of benchmark with individual framework.
Figure 7.14: Comparison of delete execution time among different persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. Six Android persistence frameworks are represented by different colors, the $x$ axis indicates number of transaction, and the $y$ axis is the execution time of benchmark with individual framework.

Figure 7.15: Comparison of delete read/write operations among SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks in the Android ORM Benchmark. The $x$ axis indicates five SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks, and the $y$ axis is the operation number of benchmark with individual framework when number of transactions = 125: specially, black bar shows the read operation number and red bar shows the write operation number.
7.2.5 Overall Analysis

Table 7.7 sums up the ranking of each persistence framework with regard to different database operation invocations (i.e., Initialization, Insert, Update, Select, and Delete).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compared Item</th>
<th>ActiveAndroid</th>
<th>greenDAO</th>
<th>OrmLite</th>
<th>Sugar ORM</th>
<th>Android SQLite</th>
<th>Java Realm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization Ranking</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert Ranking</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update Ranking</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Ranking</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete Ranking</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summed up Ranking</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 7.7, Table 7.5, and our above analysis, we can draw the following conclusions:

1. By adding up the ranking of different operations, we can rank these frameworks in terms of their overall performance: Android SQLite > greenDAO > OrmLite > Java Realm > Sugar ORM ≥ ActiveAndroid, where “>” means “faster than”.

2. Considering the programming effort of implementing all database operations using different frameworks, sugar ORM, ActiveAndroid and greenDAO require less programming effort.
3 When considering the balance of programming effort and performance, greenDAO can be generally recommended for developing database-oriented mobile application with standard database operation/schema complexity.

4 Sugar ORM would not be an optimal choice when the dominating operations in a mobile application are select or delete, while Java Realm would not be optimal when the dominating operation is update.

7.3 Experiments with the DaCapo benchmark

In this group of experiments, we use the DaCapo benchmark to study how the energy consumption and performance of each framework changes in relation to the number of executed bank transactions. The benchmark comes with a total of 41,971 records, so in our experiments we differ the number of bank transactions. We observe that in the DaCapo experiments, the energy consumption is proportional to the execution time for each run. However, like the Android ORM benchmark, the overall performance differs with different persistence frameworks.

Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.17 show the energy/performance and read/write operations of the DaCapo Initialization, respectively. The dominant database operation in this phase is insert, and Figure 7.16 shows the performance levels consistent with those seen in the Android ORM benchmark for the same operation: Sugar ORM and ActiveAndroid have the longest runtime. greenDAO performs better than Android SQLite, possibly due to greenDAO supporting batch insert (Table 5.1).
Figure 7.16: Comparison of initialization energy consumption / execution time among different persistence frameworks in DaCapo Benchmark when database record = 41,971. The $x$ axis indicates six Android persistence frameworks, black bar shows the energy consumption and red bar shows the execution time.

Figure 7.17: Comparison of initialization read/write operations among SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks in DaCapo Benchmark when database record = 41,971. The $x$ axis indicates six Android persistence frameworks, and the $y$ axis is the operation number of benchmark with individual framework: specially, black bar shows the read operation number and red bar shows the write operation number.

In our measurements, we vary the number of bank transactions over the following numbers: 40, 120, 200, 280, 360, 440, 520, 600, 800, 1000, and 1500. The total
number of transactions is the sum of basic bank transactions, as listed in Table 7.8. Each transaction comprises a complex set of database operations. The key transactions in each run are “New Order”, “Payment by Name”, and “Payment by ID”, which mainly execute the “query” and “update” operations. In our experiments, “New Order” itself takes 42.5% of the entire number of transactions. Figure 7.18, Figure 7.19 show the energy consumption and execution time for each transaction number. Figure 7.20, Figure 7.21 show the read/write operation number, and Table 7.8 shows the average time consumption for each transaction.

Figure 7.18: Comparison of transaction energy consumption among different persistence frameworks in DaCapo Benchmark when database record = 41,971. The x axis indicates six Android persistence frameworks, and the y axis is the energy consumption of benchmark with individual framework.
Figure 7.19: Comparison of transaction execution time among different persistence frameworks in DaCapo Benchmark when database record = 41,971. The x axis indicates six Android persistence frameworks, and the y axis is the execution time of benchmark with individual framework.

Figure 7.20: Comparison of transaction read operations among SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks in DaCapo Benchmark when database record = 41,971. The x axis indicates six Android persistence frameworks, and the y axis is the operation number of benchmark with individual framework.
Figure 7.21: Comparison of transaction write operations among SQLite-based Android persistence frameworks in DaCapo Benchmark when database record = 41,971. The x axis indicates six Android persistence frameworks, and the y axis is the operation number of benchmark with individual framework.

From Table 7.8, we observe that Java Realm and Sugar ORM have the longest execution time when executing the transactions whose major database operation is update (e.g., ”New order”, ”New order rollback”, ”Payment by name”, and ”Payment by ID”). This conclusion is consistent with that derived from the Android ORM update experiments discussed above. Android SQLite takes rather long to execute, as it involves database aggregation (e.g., \textit{sum}, and the table queried had 30,060 records) and arithmetic operations (e.g. \textit{field} − 1) in the select clause. Meanwhile, as ActiveAndroid only uses raw SQL manipulation interface for complex update operations (Table 5.1), its performance is the fastest, albeit at the cost of additional programming effort.

Table 7.8 also shows that greenDAO, ActiveAndroid, and Android SQLite incur higher execution costs for the “Stock level” transaction. One possible explanation is that this transaction contains a multiple entities conjunctive query action, and only these three frameworks provide the SQL “JOIN” interface (Table 5.1). Supporting this interface is known to be computationally expensive. However, the SQL “JOIN” interface can help save the programming effort.
Table 7.8: Performance Analysis for individual DaCapo bank transactions, this table shows the execution time (ms) for each persistence framework in each transaction type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction Type</th>
<th>ActiveAndroid</th>
<th>greenDAO</th>
<th>OrmLite</th>
<th>Sugar ORM</th>
<th>Android SQLite</th>
<th>Java Realm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stock level</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order status by name</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order status by ID</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment by name</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment by ID</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery schedule</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New order</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New order rollback</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment by name exception</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order status by name exception</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Figure 7.18 - Figure 7.21, Table 7.2, and Table 7.6 we can conclude that:

1. ActiveAndroid offers the overall best performance for all DaCapo transactions. It shows the best performance for the most common transactions, and also the least programming effort. Besides, its execution invokes the smallest number of database operations, due to its caching mechanism.

2. Sugar ORM and Java Realm have the longest execution time, in line with the Android ORM benchmark’s results above.

3. greenDAO’s performance and programming effort is in the middle, note that it
has the smallest lines of code—taking 24.5% fewer uncommented lines of code to implement than the other frameworks.
Chapter 8

Recommendation Model

8.1 Recommendation Model

In this section, we further propose a recommendation model for ascertaining the overall utility of persistence frameworks, in terms of the Performance, Energy consumption, and Programming Effort (PEP). We apply this model to the two benchmarks studied in the thesis.

8.1.1 Design of PEP Model

As our experiments show, the utility of persistence frameworks is closely related to application features (e.g., data schema complexity, operations involved, data records manipulated, database operations executed). Therefore, we use \( p \) to denote an application with a set of given features.

Let \( \mathcal{O} = \{ o = \text{ActiveAndroid}, \text{greenDAO}, \text{OrmLite}, \text{Sugar ORM}, \text{Android SQLite}, \text{Java Realm} \} \) denote all the considered ORM/OO frameworks. Let \( E_o(p), \forall o \in \mathcal{O} \) denote the energy consumption of six different implementation of \( p \) using various ORM/OO frameworks \( o \), while let \( T_o(p), \forall o \in \mathcal{O} \) denote the time consumption of six different implementation of \( p \) using various ORM/OO frameworks \( o \). We use the Euclidean distance of a two dimensional vector to calculate the overall performance, which can be denoted as \( P_o(p) = \sqrt{T_o(p)^2 + E_o(p)^2}, \forall o \in \mathcal{O} \).

The programming effort is represented by the ULOC and McCabe Cyclomatic Com-
plexity, and here we use $L_o(p), \forall o \in O$ to denote the programming size of six different implementations of the project $p$ using different ORM/OO frameworks, and use $M_o(p), \forall o \in O$ to denote the McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity of six different implementations of the project $p$ using different ORM/OO frameworks. We use the Euclidean distance of a two dimensional vector to calculate the overall programming effort index $C_o(p)$:

$$C_o(p) = \sqrt{\frac{L_o(p)}{\min(L_o(p), \forall o \in O)}^2 + \frac{M_o(p)}{\min(M_o(p), \forall o \in O)}^2}, \forall o \in O \quad (8.1)$$

We consider both the framework performance and programming effort, to compute the utility index $I_o(p)$:

$$I_o(p) = \frac{\min(P_o(p), \forall o \in O)}{P_o(p)} / C_o(p) \quad (8.2)$$

The equation’s first part, $\frac{\min(P_o(p), \forall o \in O)}{P_o(p)}$, compares the performance provided by an ORM framework $o$ based implementation, and the implementation that has the best performance. The equation’s second part, $C_o(p)$, compares the overall programming effort between an implementation $o(p)$ and the implementation that requires the minimal programming effort.

For example, for project $p$, Android SQLite might provide the best overall performance, while the greenDAO based implementation consumes twice the energy or takes twice the execution time. Therefore, the overall performance index of $P_{\text{greenDAO}}(p)$ is 0.5. On the other hand, the greenDAO based implementation might have the least overall programming effort. Therefore, the implementation complexity index of $L_{\text{greenDAO}p}$ is 1. Thus, the overall utility index is $0.5/1 = 0.5$.

When the utility index $I_o(p)$ of an ORM/OO $o$ based implementation is close to 1, the implementation is likely to offer good performance, while requiring low programming effort.

Application developers apply dissimilar standards to judge the trade-offs between performance and programming effort. Some developers focus solely on performance, while others may prefer the shortest time-to-market. We introduce $\tau$ to indicate these preferences.

$$I_o(p) = \frac{\min(P_o(p), \forall o \in O)}{P_o(p)} / (C_o(p))^\tau \quad (8.3)$$
where $\tau \geq 0$.

When $\tau > 1$, the larger $\tau$ is, the more weight is assigned to the programming effort target. Otherwise, when $0 \leq \tau < 1$, the lower $\tau$ is, the more weight is assigned to the performance target. Specially, when $\tau = 0$ only performance target is considered, when $\tau = 1$ performance and programming effort are equally considered.

### 8.1.2 Benchmark Evaluation

Next we apply the PEP model to the Android ORM and DaCapo benchmarks. We consider typical low and high transaction volume respectively in each benchmark. Specially, for the Android ORM benchmark, we evaluate two sets of input, 1,025 transactions and 20,025 transactions. For the DaCapo benchmark, we evaluate two sets of input, 40 transactions and 1,500 transactions. For each set of input, we set $\tau$ to 0.5, 1, 1.5 respectively, to show whether the programmer is willing to spend additional programming effort to improve performance. Specifically, when $\tau = 0.5$, the programmer’s main concern is performance, when $\tau = 1$, the balance of performance and programming effort is important, when $\tau = 1.5$, the programmer pays more attention to programming effort.

Table 8.1 shows the calculated values of utility index $-I_o(p)$ for all cases. We are interested in the largest $I_o(p)$ which is most close to 1 in each case because it indicates the best energy consumption, performance and programming effort tradeoffs.

From this table, we have the following findings which are consistent with the guidelines we concluded from previous two experiments:

For the DaCapo benchmark, ActiveAndroid represents the best performance and programming effort trade-off for all cases (both low-scale and high-scale transactions are executed).

For the Android ORM benchmark, the choice varies:

1. Android SQLite is the first choice if performance is preferred.
2. Android SQLite is the first choice if the balance of performance and programming effort is needed.
3. greenDAO taking the lead if the major aim is to minimize the programming effort.
Table 8.1: Recommendation Result For DaCapo and Android ORM Benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Parameters &amp; Index</th>
<th>Active Android</th>
<th>greenDAO</th>
<th>OrmLite</th>
<th>Sugar ORM</th>
<th>Android SQLite</th>
<th>Java Realm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DaCapo</td>
<td>transactions=40, ( \tau=0.5 )</td>
<td>0.9246</td>
<td>0.4457</td>
<td>0.4824</td>
<td>0.2980</td>
<td>0.4645</td>
<td>0.2494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaCapo</td>
<td>transactions=40, ( \tau=1 )</td>
<td>0.8549</td>
<td>0.4080</td>
<td>0.4311</td>
<td>0.2686</td>
<td>0.4171</td>
<td>0.2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaCapo</td>
<td>transactions=40, ( \tau=1.5 )</td>
<td>0.7905</td>
<td>0.3735</td>
<td>0.3852</td>
<td>0.2420</td>
<td>0.3745</td>
<td>0.1640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaCapo</td>
<td>transactions=1500, ( \tau=0.5 )</td>
<td>0.9246</td>
<td>0.6654</td>
<td>0.7967</td>
<td>0.4278</td>
<td>0.7117</td>
<td>0.3533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaCapo</td>
<td>transactions=1500, ( \tau=1 )</td>
<td>0.8549</td>
<td>0.6091</td>
<td>0.7120</td>
<td>0.3855</td>
<td>0.6391</td>
<td>0.2865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaCapo</td>
<td>transactions=1500, ( \tau=1.5 )</td>
<td>0.7905</td>
<td>0.5575</td>
<td>0.6362</td>
<td>0.3474</td>
<td>0.5738</td>
<td>0.2323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android ORM</td>
<td>transactions=1025, ( \tau=0.5 )</td>
<td>0.2967</td>
<td>0.7053</td>
<td>0.5894</td>
<td>0.2066</td>
<td>0.8002</td>
<td>0.2374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android ORM</td>
<td>transactions=1025, ( \tau=1 )</td>
<td>0.2882</td>
<td>0.6091</td>
<td>0.4891</td>
<td>0.2027</td>
<td>0.6404</td>
<td>0.1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android ORM</td>
<td>transactions=1025, ( \tau=1.5 )</td>
<td>0.2800</td>
<td>0.5260</td>
<td>0.4059</td>
<td>0.1989</td>
<td>0.5124</td>
<td>0.1403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android ORM</td>
<td>transactions=20025, ( \tau=0.5 )</td>
<td>0.1836</td>
<td>0.7375</td>
<td>0.7063</td>
<td>0.0984</td>
<td>0.8002</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android ORM</td>
<td>transactions=20025, ( \tau=1 )</td>
<td>0.1784</td>
<td>0.6369</td>
<td>0.5861</td>
<td>0.0966</td>
<td>0.6404</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android ORM</td>
<td>transactions=20025, ( \tau=1.5 )</td>
<td>0.1733</td>
<td>0.5500</td>
<td>0.4864</td>
<td>0.0948</td>
<td>0.5124</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 9

Threats to Validity

Next, we discuss the threats to the validity of our experimental results. Although in designing our experimental evaluation, we tried to perform as an objective assessment as possible, our design choices could have certainly affected the validity and applicability of our conclusions.

9.1 External Threats

The key external threat to validity is our choice of the hardware devices, Android version, and profiling equipment. Specifically, we conduct our experiments with an LG mobile phone, with 1.2GHz quad-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 400 processor, running Android 4.4.2 KitKat, profiled with the Monsoon Power Monitor. Even though these experimental parameters are representative of the Android computing ecosystem, changing any of these parameters could have affected the outcome of our experiments.

9.2 Internal Threats

The key internal threat to validity are our design choices for structuring the database and the persistence application functionality. Specifically, while our Android ORM benchmark set explores the object features of Android persistence frameworks, the original DaCapo [39] H2 benchmark manipulates relational database structures di-
rectly, without stress-testing the object-oriented persistence frameworks around it. To retarget DaCapo to focus on persistence frameworks rather than the JVM alone, we adapted the benchmark to make use of transparent persistence as a means of accessing its database-related functionality. Nevertheless, the relatively large scale of data volume, with the select and update operations bank transactions dominating the execution, this benchmark is representative of a large class of database application systems, but not all of them.
Chapter 10

Future Work

This chapter discusses potential future work directions of this thesis, which include expanding the studied platforms and benchmarks, understanding the concurrency behavior of Android persistence frameworks, designing energy efficient persistence frameworks, and expanding the study of the Android middleware layer.

10.1 Expanding Platform and Case Study

One possible direction is extending the work in this thesis to other platforms such as iOS devices and PC. Persisting data is a core concern both for mobile and PC devices. iOS developers also face various choices when it comes to third-party persistence libraries, such as MagicalRecord [14], SugarRecord [28], etc. Java developers also face the similar selection dilemma, such as Hibernate [10], Apache OpenJPA [4], MyBatis [18], etc. Possible future work in this domain can focus on analyzing the performance and programming efforts of the persistence frameworks involved, applying our recommendation model to help select the best framework for a given set of design constraints, and optimizing the persistence functionality of an application.

Another aspect to improve our work is to consider additional case studies. In this thesis, our study is based on the basic persistence features such as relationship support, raw query interface support, batch operations, aggregation support, etc. However, our benchmark selection doesn’t cover the whole feature set. In the future, we will investigate more database-involved real world applications in order to compare other advanced feature differences among the persistence frameworks, such as
complex query support (e.g., different table JOIN strategy; IN, LIKE, wild-cards operator support), caching, data encryption and remote persistence. We expect performance and programming effort discrepancies to remain, whenever different persistence frameworks provide the same feature.

10.2 Understanding the Concurrency Behavior of Android Persistence Framework

Concurrency support is another important feature for persistence frameworks. Multiple-threaded applications often behave quite differently from single-threaded ones. One question about Android parallel processing is whether single-threaded Android applications would utilize the multiple cores in a mobile device. According to one study with ARM architecture processors [67], Android applications benefit from multiple core processors even without multiple-threaded design. The application code will be sub-divided into multiple threads by the scheduler and be distributed to different cores, as long as the application's code can be divided into exclusive parts. We expect that the energy consumption will not always be proportional to execution time in multiple-threaded environments.

10.3 Designing Energy Efficient Persistence Frameworks

One research goal of this thesis is to give out a set of guidelines for persistence framework designers. As the next step, one may want to employ these findings to design an energy aware persistence framework. From the current study, we discovered that some abstraction patterns incur notably less energy, or shorter execution time. By comparing and analyzing different Android persistence frameworks, such as database access interface pattern, database feature encapsulation, excessive validity checks, inefficient cache maintenance and access, inappropriate context switch, extra underlying database access, etc., we will further explore the relationship between the abstraction patterns and overall performance to facilitate the development of energy-efficient persistence frameworks.
10.4 Expanding the Study of Android Middleware

This thesis studies persistence frameworks, thus making the first step in understanding the tradeoffs between the energy consumption, performance, and programming effort of the persistence middleware layer. However, other popular middleware systems are frequently used as well, and as such can have a remarkable impact on the execution efficiency of mobile devices. For instance, networking frameworks (such as AFNetworking [2], JSONModel [12]) for requesting and responding data, and providing functionality like serialization and validation over the network, image downloading and caching frameworks like SDWebImage [5], and game building engines such as libGDX [13], Godot [7] and Monkey X Pro [16]. One can study these other middleware systems using an approach similar to ours to understand the trade-offs endemic to these systems and thus help mobile programmers develop energy and performance efficient applications, while expending the expected amounts of programming effort.
Chapter 11

Conclusions

In this thesis, we present a systematic study of popular Android ORM/OO persistence frameworks. We first compare and contrast the frameworks to present an overview of their features and capabilities. Then we present our experimental design of two sets of benchmarks, variables, and input parameters, used to explore the performance, energy consumption and programming effort of these frameworks in different application scenarios. We describe the benchmark results, and also use our analysis of the framework features and capabilities to explain the results. Finally, we propose a recommendation model to help guide mobile developers in their decision making process when choosing a persistence framework for a given application. To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first step to better understand the trade-offs between the performance, energy efficiency, and programming effort of Android persistence frameworks.
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Appendix A

Persistence Framework Libraries

This appendix introduces the persistence framework libraries used in our Android benchmark implementations.

1. activeandroid-3.1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar
2. greendao-2.1.0.jar
3. ormlite-android-4.49-SNAPSHOT.jar
4. ormlite-core-4.49-SNAPSHOT.jar
5. ormlite-jdbc-4.49-SNAPSHOT.jar
6. android.jar (SDK level 23)
7. sugar-1.4.jar
8. realm-android-library-0.88.3.jar
9. realm-annotations-0.88.3.jar

From the above list, 1 is ActiveAndroid library, 2 is greenDAO library, 3-5 are OrmLite libraries, 6 provides Android SQLite package, 7 is Sugar ORM library, and 8-9 are Realm Java libraries.
Appendix B

Initialization Core Code

This appendix displays the core code snippets of initialization implementation. We omitted irrelevant code, and only show the programming pattern differences when using six ORM/OO Android persistence frameworks to achieve the same functionality. Here we mainly focus on database context initialization pattern and database table creation manner.

1 ActiveAndroid Initialization

```java
public void initialize() throws Exception {
    // delete obsolete database

    // database context and configuration initialization
    Configuration dbConfiguration = new Configuration.Builder(AppContext.getInstance())
        .setDatabaseName(BaseBenchmark.DATABASE_NAME).create();
    ActiveAndroid.initialize(dbConfiguration);

    // automatically create tables from entities
}
```

2 greenDAO Initialization

```java
public void initialize() throws Exception {
    if (null == ga) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }
```
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3 OrmLite Initialization

```java
public void initialize() throws Exception {
    if (null == oa) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    // delete obsolete database

    // create database tables
    ConnectionSource connectionSource = oa.getDbHelper().getConnectionSource();
    TableUtils.createTable(connectionSource, Category.class);
    TableUtils.createTable(connectionSource, CItem.class);
}
```

4 Android SQLite Initialization

```java
public void initialize() throws Exception {
    if (null == sa) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    // delete obsolete database

    // create database tables
    SQLiteDatabase db = sa.getWritableDatabase();
    // CATEGORY
    String CREATE_TABLE_CATEGORY = "CREATE TABLE CATEGORY
        (C_ID INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, C_TITLE TEXT NOT NULL, C_PAGES"
```java
public void initialize() throws Exception {
    RealmConfiguration config = new RealmConfiguration.Builder(AppContext.getInstance()).deleteRealmIfMigrationNeeded().build();
    Realm.deleteRealm(config);
}
```

```java
public void initialize() throws Exception {
    RealmConfiguration config = new RealmConfiguration.Builder(AppContext.getInstance()).deleteRealmIfMigrationNeeded().build();
    Realm.deleteRealm(config);
}
```

```java
public void initialize() throws Exception {
    RealmConfiguration config = new RealmConfiguration.Builder(AppContext.getInstance()).deleteRealmIfMigrationNeeded().build();
    Realm.deleteRealm(config);
}
```

```java
public void initialize() throws Exception {
    RealmConfiguration config = new RealmConfiguration.Builder(AppContext.getInstance()).deleteRealmIfMigrationNeeded().build();
    Realm.deleteRealm(config);
}
```

```java
public void initialize() throws Exception {
    RealmConfiguration config = new RealmConfiguration.Builder(AppContext.getInstance()).deleteRealmIfMigrationNeeded().build();
    Realm.deleteRealm(config);
}
```
Appendix C

Insert Core Code

This appendix displays the core code snippets of insert implementation. We omitted irrelevant code, and only show the programming pattern differences when using six ORM/OO Android persistence frameworks to achieve the same functionality. Here we compare the batch insert, and transaction features provided by each persistence framework.

1 ActiveAndroid Insert

```java
private void categoryAndItemTable() throws Exception {
    Category cg = null;

    // use transaction to batch insert entities to database
    ActiveAndroid.beginTransaction();
    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        cg = new Category();
        cg.setLCid(c);
        cg.setStrCTitle(random.randomAString26_50());
        cg.setiCPages(random.randomInt(1, 10000));
        cg.setiCSubCats(random.randomInt(1, 5000));
        cg.setiCFiles(random.randomInt(1, 20000));
        cg.save();
    }
    ActiveAndroid.setTransactionSuccessful();
    ActiveAndroid.endTransaction();
```
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2 greenDAO Insert

```java
private void categoryAndItemTable() throws Exception {
    if (null == ga) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    // create new entities and add to list
    List<Category> cList = new ArrayList<Category>();
    Category cg = null;
    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        cg = new Category();
        cg.setId((long) c);
        cg.setStrCTitle(random.randomAString26_50());
        cg.setICPages(random.randomInt(1, 10000));
        cg.setICSubCats(random.randomInt(1, 5000));
        cg.setICFiles(random.randomInt(1, 20000));
        cList.add(cg);
    }

    // batch insert entities to database
    SQLiteDatabase db = ga.getDatabase();
    DaoSession ds = ga.getDaoSession();
    ds.getCategoryDao().insertInTx(cList);
}
```

3 OrmLite Insert

```java
private void categoryAndItemTable() throws Exception {
    if (null == oa) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    final OrmliteDBHelper dbHelper = oa.getDbHelper();
    final OERandom random = this.random;

    // use transaction to batch insert entities to database
```
TransactionManager.callInTransaction(dbHelper.getConnectionSource(),
    new Callable<Void>() {
        public Void call() throws Exception {
            OrmliteDBHelper dbHelper = oa.getDbHelper();
            Dao<Category, Long> cgDao = dbHelper.getCategoryDao();
            Category cg = null;

            for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
                cg = new Category();
                cg.setId(c);
                cg.setTitle(random.randomAString26_50());
                cg.setPages(random.randomInt(1, 10000));
                cg.setSubcats(random.randomInt(1, 5000));
                cg.setFiles(random.randomInt(1, 20000));
                cgDao.create(cg);
            }

            return null;
        }
    });

private void categoryAndItemTable() throws Exception {
    if (null == sa) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    // use transaction to batch insert entities to database
    SQLiteDatabase db = sa.getWritableDatabase();
    ContentValues values = new ContentValues();
    sa.beginTransaction(db);

    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        values.clear();
        values.put(Category.COL_C_ID, c);
        values.put(Category.COL_C_TITLE, this.random.randomAString26_50());
        values.put(Category.COL_C_PAGES, this.random.randomInt(1, 10000));
        values.put(Category.COL_C_SUBCATS, this.random.randomInt(1, 5000));
    }
}
values.put(Category.COL_C_FILES, this.random.randomInt(1, 20000));

// Insert record to database
db.insert(Category.TABLE, null, values);
}

sa.setTransactionSuccessful(db);
sa.endTransaction(db);
}

5 Realm Java Insert

private void categoryAndItemTable() throws Exception {
    if (null == ra) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    Category cg = null;
    Realm realm = null;
    // use transaction to batch insert entities to database
    try {
        realm = ra.getRealmInstance();

        // transaction is necessary for modification operation
        realm.beginTransaction();

        for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
            cg = realm.createObject(Category.class);
            cg.setlCid(c);
            cg.setStrCTitle(random.randomAString26_50());
            cg.setiCPages(random.randomInt(1, 10000));
            cg.setiCSubCats(random.randomInt(1, 5000));
            cg.setiCFiles(random.randomInt(1, 20000));
        }

        realm.commitTransaction();
    } finally {
        if (null != realm) {
            // explicitly close database connection
            realm.close();
        }
    }
}
private void categoryAndItemTable() throws Exception {
    List<Category> cList = new ArrayList<Category>();
    Category cg = null;
    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        cg = new Category();
        cg.setId((long)c);
        cg.setStrCTitle(random.randomAString26_50());
        cg.setiCPages(random.randomInt(1, 10000));
        cg.setiCSubCats(random.randomInt(1, 5000));
        cg.setiCFiles(random.randomInt(1, 20000));
        cList.add(cg);
    }
    // batch insert entities to database
    Category.saveInTx(cList);
}
Appendix D

Update Core Code

This appendix displays the core code snippets of update implementation. We omitted irrelevant code, and only show the programming pattern differences when using six ORM/OO Android persistence frameworks to achieve the same functionality. Here we presents the update interface, and batch update support of persistence frameworks.

1 ActiveAndroid Update

```java
public void update() throws Exception {
    Category cg = null;
    CItem cItem = null;

    // use transaction to batch update entities
    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        ActiveAndroid.beginTransaction();
        // find and update Category entities
        cg = Category.load(Category.class, c);
        cg.setStrCTitle(this.random.randomAString26_50());
        cg.setiCPages(this.random.randomInt(1, 10000));
        cg.setiCSubCats(this.random.randomInt(1, 5000));
        cg.setiCFiles(this.random.randomInt(1, 20000));
        cg.save();

        // update CItem entities
        new Update(CItem.class).set("I_IM_ID = ?, I_NAME=?, I_PRICE=",
```
public void update() throws Exception {
    if (null == ga) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    SQLiteDatabase db = ga.getDatabase();
    DaoSession ds = ga.getDaoSession();
    CategoryDao cDao = ds.getCategoryDao();
    CItemDao iDao = ds.getCItemDao();
    QueryBuilder cQb = null;
    QueryBuilder iQb = null;

    List<Category> cList = null;
    List<CItem> iList = null;

    String strCTitle = null;
    int iCPages = 0;
    int iCSubCats = 0;
    int iCFiles = 0;
    int iImId = 0;
    String strIName = null;
    float fIPrice = 0;
    String strIData = null;
for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
    // find Category entities and update values
    cQb = cDao.queryBuilder();
    cQb.where(CategoryDao.Properties.Id.eq((long)c));
    cList = cQb.list();

    strCTitle = this.random.randomAString26_50();
    iCPages = this.random.randomInt(1, 10000);
    iCSubCats = this.random.randomInt(1, 5000);
    iCFiles = this.random.randomInt(1, 20000);

    if (null != cList) {
        for (Category category : cList) {
            category.setStrCTitle(strCTitle);
            category.setICPages(iCPages);
            category.setICSubCats(iCSubCats);
            category.setICFiles(iCFiles);
        }
    }

    // batch update Category entities
    cDao.updateInTx(cList);

    // find Category entities and update values
    iQb = iDao.queryBuilder();
    iQb.where(CItemDao.Properties.CId.eq((long)c));

    iList = iQb.list();
    iImId = this.random.randomInt(1, 10000);
    strIName = this.random.randomAString14_24();
    fIPrice = Float.parseFloat(this.random.randomDecimalString(100, 9999, 2));
    strIData = this.random.randomData();

    if (null != iList) {
        for (CItem cItem : iList) {
            cItem.setIImId(iImId);
            cItem.setIName(strIName);
            cItem.setIPrice(fIPrice);
            cItem.setIData(strIData);
        }
    }
}
public void update() throws Exception {
    if (null == oa) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    final OrmliteDBHelper dbHelper = oa.getDbHelper();
    final OERandom random = this.random;
    // obtain entity DAO
    final Dao<Category, Long> cgDao = dbHelper.getCategoryDao();
    final Dao<CItem, Long> cItemDao = dbHelper.getCItemDao();

    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // use transaction to batch update entities
        final int cValue = c;
        TransactionManager.callInTransaction(dbHelper.getConnectionSource(),
                new Callable<Void>() {
                    public Void call() throws Exception {
                        // find and update Category entities
                        Category category = cgDao.queryForId((long)cValue);
                        category.setStrCTitle(random.randomAString26_50());
                        category.setiCPages(random.randomInt(1, 10000));
                        category.setiCSubCats(random.randomInt(1, 5000));
                        category.setiCFiles(random.randomInt(1, 20000));
                        cgDao.update(category);

                        // use update builder to update CItem entities
                        UpdateBuilder<CItem, Long> ciUb = cItemDao.updateBuilder();
                        Where<CItem, Long> ciWhere = ciUb.where();
                        ciWhere.eq(CItem.COL_I_CAT_ID, cValue);
                        ciUb.updateColumnValue(CItem.COL_I_IM_ID,
                                cValue);
                        iDao.updateInTx(iList);
                    }
                });
    }
}
4 Android SQLite Update

```java
public void update() throws Exception {
    if (null == sa) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    SQLiteDatabase db = sa.getWritableDatabase();
    ContentValues values = new ContentValues();
    String iWhereClause = CItem.COL_I_CAT_ID + " = ?";
    String cWhereClause = Category.COL_C_ID + " = ?";
    String[] whereCluses = null;
    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // use transaction to batch update entities
        sa.beginTransaction(db);
        whereArgs = new String[]{String.valueOf(c)};
        // update Category entities
        values.clear();
        values.put(Category.COL_C_TITLE, this.random.randomAString26_50());
        values.put(Category.COL_C_PAGES, String.valueOf(this.random.randomInt(1, 10000)));
        sa.update(Category.TABLE, values, cWhereClause + " = ?", whereArgs);
        sa.setTransactionSuccessful();
        sa.endTransaction();
    }
    return null;
}
```
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5 Realm Java Update

```java
public void update() throws Exception {
    if (null == ra) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    Realm realm = null;
    try {
        realm = ra.getRealmInstance();

        Category cg = null;
        CItem cItem = null;
        RealmResults<Category> cs = null;
        RealmResults<CItem> is = null;

        String StrCTitle = null;
        int iCPages = 0;
        int iCSubCats = 0;
        int iCFiles = 0;
        int iIImId = 0;
```
String StrIName = null;
float fIPrice = 0;
String strIData = null;

for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
    // find Category and CItem entities
    cs = realm.where(Category.class)
        .equalTo("1Cid", c).findAll();

    is = realm.where(CItem.class)
        .equalTo("category.1Cid", c).findAll();

    // transaction is necessary for modification, use transaction
to batch update entities
    realm.beginTransaction();

    // update Category entities
    StrCTitle = this.random.randomAString26_50();
    iCPages = this.random.randomInt(1, 10000);
    iCSubCats = this.random.randomInt(1, 5000);
    iCFiles = this.random.randomInt(1, 20000);

    for (int k=0; k<cs.size(); k++) {
        cg = cs.get(k);
        cg.setStrCTitle(StrCTitle);
        cg.setiCPages(iCPages);
        cg.setiCSubCats(iCSubCats);
        cg.setiCFiles(iCFiles);
    }

    // update CItem entities
    iIImId = this.random.randomInt(1, 10000);
    StrIName = this.random.randomAString14_24();
    fIPrice = Float.parseFloat(this.random.randomDecimalString(100, 9999, 2));
    strIData = this.random.randomData();

    for (int k=0; k<is.size(); k++) {
        cItem = is.get(k);
        cItem.setiIImId(iIImId);
        cItem.setiIImId(iIImId);
        cItem.setStrIName(StrIName);
```java
public void update() throws Exception {
    Category cg = null;
    List<CItem> iList = null;
    String strCTitle = null;
    int iCPages = 0;
    int iCSubCats = 0;
    int iCFiles = 0;
    int iIImId = 0;
    String StrIName = null;
    float fIPrice = 0;
    String strIData = null;

    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // find and update Category entities
        cg = Category.findById(Category.class, c);

        strCTitle = this.random.randomAString26_50();
        iCPages = this.random.randomInt(1, 10000);
        iCSubCats = this.random.randomInt(1, 5000);
        iCFiles = this.random.randomInt(1, 20000);

        cg.setStrCTitle(strCTitle);
        cg.setiCPages(iCPages);
        cg.setiCSubCats(iCSubCats);
    }
    cItem.setfIPrice(fIPrice);
    cItem.setiData(strIData);

    realm.commitTransaction();
    }
    } finally {
        if (null != realm) {
            // explicity close database connection
            realm.close();
        }
    }
    }
    }
```
```java
    cg.setiCFiles(iCFiles);
    Category.save(cg);

    // find and update the values of CItem entities
    iList = CItem.find(CItem.class, "category = ? ",
                        String.valueOf(c));

    iIImId = this.random.randomInt(1, 10000);
    StrIName = this.random.randomAString14_24();
    fIPrice = Float.parseFloat(this.random.randomDecimalString(100,
                               9999, 2));
    strIData = this.random.randomData();

    for (CItem cItem : iList) {
        cItem.setiIImId(iIImId);
        cItem.setStrIName(StrIName);
        cItem.setfIPrice(fIPrice);
        cItem.setiData(strIData);
    }

    // batch update CItem entities
    CItem.saveInTx(iList);
```
Appendix E

Select Core Code

This appendix displays the core code snippets of select implementation. We omitted irrelevant code, and only show the programming pattern differences when using six ORM/OO Android persistence frameworks to achieve the same query functionality.

1 ActiveAndroid Select

```java
public void select() throws Exception {
    Category category = null;
    List<CItem> ciList = null;

    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // query Category entities
        Category cg = Category.load(Category.class, c);

        // query CItem entities
        ciList = new Select().from(CItem.class).where("Category = ?", c).execute();

        if (null != ciList) {
            for (CItem cItem: ciList) {
                }
        }
    }
}
```

2 greenDAO Select

88
public void select() throws Exception {
    if (null == ga) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    // obtain entity DAO
    SQLiteDatabase db = ga.getDatabase();
    DaoSession ds = ga.getDaoSession();
    CategoryDao cDao = ds.getCategoryDao();
    CItemDao iDao = null;
    // use query builder to build query statement
    QueryBuilder cQb = null;
    QueryBuilder iQb = null;
    List<Category> cList = null;
    List<CItem> iList = null;
    Category category = null;
    int size = 0;

    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // query Category entities
        cQb = cDao.queryBuilder();
        cQb.where(CategoryDao.Properties.Id.eq((long)c));
        cList = cQb.limit(1).list();
        if (null != cList) {
            for (Category cg : cList) {
            }
        }

        // query CItem entities
        iDao = ds.getCItemDao();
        iQb = iDao.queryBuilder();
        iQb.where(CItemDao.Properties.CId.eq((long)c));
        iList = iQb.list();
        if (null != iList) {
            for (CItem cItem : iList) {
            }
        }
    }
}
3 OrmLite Select

```java
public void select() throws Exception {
    if (null == oa) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    OrmliteDBHelper dbHelper = oa.getDbHelper();
    // obtain entity DAO
    Dao<Category, Long> cDao = dbHelper.getCategoryDao();
    Dao<CItem, Long> cItemDao = dbHelper.getCItemDao();
    Category category = null;
    List<CItem> ciList = null;

    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // query Category entities
        category = cDao.queryForId((long)c);
        if (null != category) {
            // query CItem entities
            ciList = cItemDao.queryForEq(CItem.COL_I_CAT_ID, c);
            if (null != ciList) {
                for (CItem cItem : ciList) {
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```

4 Android SQLite Select

```java
public void select() throws Exception {
    if (null == sa) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    SQLiteDatabase db = sa.getReadableDatabase();
    String[] cColumns = new String[]{Category.COL_C_TITLE,
```
String cWhereClause = Category.COL_C_ID + " = ?";

String[] iColumns = new String[]{CItem.COL_I_ID, CItem.COL_I_IM_ID, CItem.COL_I_NAME, CItem.COL_I_PRICE, CItem.COL_I_DATA};
String iWhereClause = CItem.COL_I_CAT_ID + " = ?";

String[] whereArgs = null;
Cursor cursor = null;
Category category = new Category();
CItem cItem = new CItem();

for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
    // query Category entities
    whereArgs = new String[]{String.valueOf(c)};
    cursor = db.query(Category.TABLE, cColumns, cWhereClause, whereArgs, null, null, null);
    if (cursor.moveToFirst()) {
        }
    cursor.close();

    // query CItem entities
    cursor = db.query(CItem.TABLE, iColumns, iWhereClause, whereArgs, null, null, null);
    if (cursor.moveToFirst()) {
        do {
        } while (cursor.moveToNext());
    }
    cursor.close();
}

5 Realm Java Select

public void select() throws Exception {
    if (null == ra) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }
}
Realm realm = null;
try {
    realm = ra.getRealmInstance();
    Category category = null;
    RealmResults<CItem> is = null;

    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // query Category entities
        category = realm.where(Category.class).equalTo("lCid",
            c).findFirst();
        if (null != category) {
            // query CItem entities
            is = realm.where(CItem.class)
                .equalTo("category.lCid", c).findAll();
            if (null != is) {
                for (CItem cItem : is) {
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
finally {
    if (null != realm) {
        // explicity close database connection
        realm.close();
    }
}

6 Sugar ORM Select

public void select() throws Exception {
    List<CItem> iList = null;
    Category category = null;

    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // query Category entities
        category = Category.findById(Category.class, c);
        if (null != category) {
            // query CItem entities
            is = realm.where(CItem.class)
                .equalTo("category.lCid", c).findAll();
            if (null != is) {
                for (CItem cItem : is) {
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
// query CItem entities
iList = CItem.find(CItem.class, "category = ? ",
    String.valueOf(c));
if (null != iList) {
    for (CItem cItem : iList) {
    }
}
}
Appendix F

Delete Core Code

This appendix displays the core code snippets of select implementation. We omitted irrelevant code, and only show the programming pattern differences when using six ORM/OO Android persistence frameworks to achieve the same functionality. Here we compare the delete mode, and batch delete support of each persistence framework.

1 ActiveAndroid Delete

```java
public void delete() throws Exception {
    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // delete CItem entities
        new Delete().from(CItem.class).where("Category = ?", c).execute();

        // delete Category entities
        Category.delete(Category.class, c);
    }
}
```

2 greenDAO Delete

```java
public void delete() throws Exception {
    if (null == ga) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    // obtain entity DAO
```
for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
    // use query builder build query statement, find CItem entities, then delete CItem entities
    ds.getCItemDao().queryBuilder().where(CItemDao.Properties.CId.eq((long)c)).buildDelete().executeDeleteWithoutDetachingEntities();

    // use query builder build query statement, find Category entities, then delete Category entities
    ds.getCategoryDao().queryBuilder().where(CategoryDao.Properties.Id.eq(c)).buildDelete().executeDeleteWithoutDetachingEntities();
}

public void delete() throws Exception {
    if (null == oa) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    // obtain entity DAO
    OrmliteDBHelper dbHelper = oa.getDbHelper();
    Dao<CItem, Long> cItemDao = dbHelper.getCItemDao();
    Dao<Category, Long> cDao = dbHelper.getCategoryDao();

    DeleteBuilder<CItem, Long> idb = null;
    Where<CItem, Long> iWhere = null;
    Category category = null;

    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // use delete builder build delete statement, delete CItem entities
        idb = cItemDao.deleteBuilder();
        iWhere = idb.where();
        iWhere.eq(CItem.COL_I_CAT_ID, c);
        idb.delete();
    }
}
// find Category entity and delete it
category = cDao.queryForId((long)c);
if (null != category) {
cDao.delete(category);
}
}

4 Android SQLite Delete

```java
public void delete() throws Exception {
    if (null == sa) {
        throw new NullPointerException();
    }

    SQLiteDatabase db = sa.getWritableDatabase();

    for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
        // delete CItem entities
        db.delete(CItem.TABLE, CItem.COL_I_CAT_ID + "=?", new
        String[]{String.valueOf(c)});
        // delete Category entities
        db.delete(Category.TABLE, Category.COL_C_ID + "=?", new
        String[]{String.valueOf(c)});
    }
}
```

5 Realm Java Delete

```java
public void delete() throws Exception {
    Realm realm = null;

    try {
        realm = ra.getRealmInstance();

        RealmResults<CItem> is = null;
        RealmResults<Category> cs = null;
        for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
            // transaction is necessary for modification operation
```
realm.beginTransaction();

// find and delete CItem entities
is = realm.where(CItem.class)
  .equalTo("category.lCid", c).findAll();
is.clear();

// find and delete Category entities
cs = realm.where(Category.class).equalTo("lCid", c).findAll();

realm.commitTransaction();
}
}

} finally {
  if (null != realm) {
    // explicitly close database connection
    realm.close();
  }
}

public void delete() throws Exception {
  Category category = null;
  List<CItem> iList = new ArrayList<CItem>();

  for (int c = 1; c <= AppContext.getInstance().getScale(); c++) {
    // find CItem entities
    iList = CItem.find(CItem.class, "category = ? ",
      String.valueOf(c));
    // batch delete CItem entities
    CItem.deleteInTx(iList);

    // find and delete Category entities
    category = Category.findById(Category.class, c);
    Category.delete(category);
  }
}